2006 chevy trailblazer speakers

Skip to main content of results for " trailblazer speakers". Skip to main search results. Eligible
for Free Shipping. Customer Review. Packaging Option. Amazon Global Store. International
Shipping. More vehicle information needed We need more information for your Chevrolet
Trailblazer to verify products fit. Best Seller in Car Coaxial Speakers. Wireless Phone
Accessory. Get it as soon as Fri, Feb Best Seller in Car Component Speakers. Lowest price in
30 days. Get it as soon as Thu, Feb FREE Shipping. Rockford Fosgate RX2 Prime 6. Rockford
Fosgate P Punch 6. Get it as soon as Tue, Mar 2. Rockford Fosgate P16 Punch 6. Only 11 left in
stock - order soon. Only 7 left in stock - order soon. Price may vary by color. Only 12 left in
stock - order soon. Sony XSMP 6. Rockford Fosgate Prime R 6. Focal Access A1 6. JBL GT 6.
Rockford Fosgate RS Prime 6. Need help? Visit the help section or contact us. Go back to
filtering menu. There's a problem loading this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon
Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment
Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs.
Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from
Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account.
AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go.
ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer
Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home
Security Systems. Amazon Subscription Boxes Top subscription boxes â€” right to your door.
PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon
Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it a second life. Automotive wiring in a Chevrolet
Trailblazer vehicles are becoming increasing more difficult to identify due to the installation of
more advanced factory oem electronics. One of the most time consuming tasks with installing
an after market car stereo, car radio, satellite radio, xm radio, car speakers, tweeters, car
subwoofer, crossovers, audio equalizer, car amplifier, mobile amp, car amplifier, mp3 player,
ipod or any car audio electronics is identifying the correct color car audio wires for your
Chevrolet Trailblazer headlight bulb size you need for your low beam or high beam and save
time. Also, find your other car light bulb sizes including your fog light, reverse light, turn signal,
brake light and more. The Modified Life staff has taken all its Chevrolet Trailblazer car radio
wiring diagrams, Chevrolet Trailblazer car audio wiring diagrams, Chevrolet Trailblazer car
stereo wiring diagrams, Chevrolet Trailblazer car radio wiring schematics, Chevrolet Trailblazer
car wiring diagrams and cataloged them online for use by our visitors for free. Our automotive
wiring diagrams allow you to enjoy your new mobile electronics rather than spend countless
hours trying to figure out which wires goes to which Chevrolet Trailblazer part or component.
Use of the Chevrolet Trailblazer wiring information is at your own risk. Always verify all wires,
wire colors and diagrams before applying any information found here to your Chevrolet
Trailblazer. If you would like to help the Modified Life community by adding any missing
information or adding a new car audio wire diagram to our resource, please feel free to post it at
the bottom of this page. Run a wire to the fusebox for switched power. Everything works great
except for the two right speakers. The sound from these speakers is barely audible and slightly
distorted. This model has the On-star feature installed but I used a wiring harness during the
stereo installation that bypasses its functions. Thank You. As for your dash kit, here is the
Chevrolet Trailblazer dash kit you need:. Hope this helps. Good luck. I am trying to install an
aftermarket stereo in a trailblazer. This model does not have onstar or the bose system. I have
read the interface is required to maintain certain features on the car. My first question is, what
exactly would I lose if I do not use the interface. I could care less about the chimes, but some
other features I might want. Secondly, I have had a hard time finding the wiring harness or the
installation kit for the 06s. Does anybody know a good place to look? The factory radio in the 06
trailblazer has a red alarm l. I know it has to be some kind of wire that goes to it. My question is:
Do I look over that wire or do i need some kind of interface to make sure everything stay
working properly? Thanks for your timeâ€¦. Your email address will not be published. Skip to
content. Leave a Comment Cancel Reply Your email address will not be published. Follow Us.
Copyright by ModifiedLife. The radio harness does not provide a switched power source.
Reliability indicates how models have performed in the past, providing the basis for predicting
how the vehicles will hold up in the year ahead. These charts provide the most comprehensive
reliability information available to consumers. Based on information received from our latest
subscriber survey, our reliability history charts give you a rundown on how used vehicles are
holding up in 17 potential trouble spots, ranging from the engine, transmission, and brakes to
power equipment and the electrical system. Learn more about car Reliability. The Reliability
score is based on our latest subscriber survey of Chevrolet TrailBlazer owners. The owner
comments describe problems respondents experienced with this vehicle. Alternator, starter,
hybrid battery and related systems, regular battery, battery cables, engine harness, coil, ignition

switch, electronic ignition, distributor or rotor failure, spark plugs and wires failure. The lights
go off only after turning the ignition switch to start position and releasing the switch. The
problem was addressed and resolved while the vehicle was under manufacturer warranty but
has reoccurred since expiration of the warranty. The problem has not prevented operation of
the vehicle. I replaced all the lights a month ago and I already have to replace one of them". It
was repaired by the dealer and seems to be ok now". Later, there was a recall". Fuel gauge was
not functioning which turned off the air conditioner". Fuel sender unit". Also the ire harness to
the running lights mdlted and had to be replaced". Replaced switch in steering column from
YouTube video". If I drive it around for a while, it is like it gets charged and will work. When the
vehicle is like that, the automatic windows don't work either. Had to have dashcluster replaced.
Caused by water leakage in motor". Replaced with after market wiper motor and has been good
for miles". Mixing valve control went bad". Blower motor will not work in high position. GM
knew of the problem for several years but did not issue a recall to replace". Was told eventually
all levels would not work". I replaced the component and it has begun to fail again, it no longer
works on high but all ather speeds work. The mechanic had trouble finding the leak over the
course of a year. The evaporator was the last thing he tried because of the difficulty accessing
it. Finally the evaporator was replac". Very expensive to fix due to double line sealed as a unit.
Shocks or struts, ball joints, tie rods, wheel bearings, alignment, steering linkage includes rack
and pinion , power steering pumps and hoses, leaks , wheel balance, springs or torsion bars,
bushings, electronic or air suspension. We have replaced it three times and it keeps going out.
Our mechanic is very reputable and does excellent work. I don't think the pumps are quality
parts". Power steering pump was pushing so hard,it started leaking. Mechanic says this is
common in this model. Had them replaced". Then again in I had to have them replaced again in
both front tires as they wore down again. The wheel bearings were replaced on both front
wheels". Left wheel bearing failed". Multiple repairs for sensors, and reprogramming required.
Took it in several times and finally had to have both the receiving unit and the sending unit
replaced". Vehicle would not pass safety inspection". Off shore item not worth repairing again".
Has have both the sending unit in the fuel tank and the gauge itself in the dash replaced". Fuel
tank sender is the problem. It can be turned off and will come on again in about miles. I pay no
attention to it now. Piece of black electricians tape over the l". Had to have transfer mechanism
replaced. It klunks when turning going forward and backwards. Had replaced. Started leaking on
left front. My husband has tried to fix it but he believe it should be replaced. On having it
opened the bearings were becoming worn so were replaced along with seals and gaskets". I
replaced it myself without too much trouble". Paint fading, chalking, cracking, or peeling , loose
interior and exterior trim or moldings, rust. Orange dots all over white paint". Need to replace
tailgate". Whenever it rained there would be a puddle of water in the drivers side floor board.
After Googling the problem, we found that this was a common occurrence. Running a wire
through the hosing and removing the debris that had accumulated over the years resolved the
issue. The cost to replace the seal was extremely high. It has been a problem ever since I got
the car, tried to fix multiple times but keeps re-occuring". Bluetooth , voice control commands,
steering wheel controls, portable music device interface e. There is virtually now sound when it
is raining, or when the temperature falls below 75 degrees". This seems to be due to a lose
connection somewhere in the Bose sound system, that we can not pin down. If items are placed
on the back seat or someone seats there, it happens. I have to press the rear speaker button
several times for it to stop. Sometimes it's so bad I just have to turn the radio off for a while.
One local Chevrolet dealer inspected the problem and said the speakers were dead and would
have to be replaced". Have resorted to listening to the rear speakers". Power or manual
windows, locks and latches, tailgate, hatch or trunk, doors or sliding doors, mirrors, seat
controls, safety belts, sunroof, convertible top. Had to have the entire module replaced".
Radiator, cooling fan, antifreeze leaks, water pump, thermostat, overheating. I noticed a leak
under the car, called the dealer and had it towed in and repaired. This is an SS with a 6 liter V8".
Gear selector or linkage, leaks, transmission computer, transmission sensor or solenoid, clutch
adjustment, rough shifting, slipping transmission. Transmission overheated". Transmission
rebuild or replacement, torque converter, clutch replacement. Muffler, pipes, catalytic converter,
exhaust manifold, leaks. Do not trust dealer. Service dept. Engine rebuild or replacement,
cylinder head, head gasket, turbo or supercharger, timing chain or timing belt. Had to have
engine torn down to replace lifter". Antilock system ABS , parking brake, master cylinder,
calipers, rotors, pulsation or vibration, squeaking, brake failure or wear. Even on dry roads.
Accessory belts and pulleys, engine computer, engine mounts, engine knock or ping, oil leaks.
Cruise control, clock, warning lights, body control module, keyless entry, wiper motor or
washer, tire pressure monitor, interior or exterior lights, horn, gauges, 12V power plug, remote
engine start, alarm or security system. Reactivate now to get the information you were looking

for! If you feel you have received this message in error, please view our customer care FAQs or
access your account information here. Sign In. Become a Member. Remember Me. Not a
member? Need further assistance? Please call Member Services at Unlock Ratings. New Used
Chevrolet TrailBlazer Change Vehicle. The TrailBlazer's inline six-cylinder engine struggles
noisily as it has to rev to make sufficient power. Handling is very clumsy and the ride, while
comfortable at low speeds, is unsettled on the highway. Wind noise is pronounced, fit and finish
are unimpressive and the front-seat-mounted safety belts are uncomfortable. Poor fuel
economy and crash-test results are also discouraging. There are 8 recalls on this vehicle. Learn
More. Overall Reliability. Most Common Trouble Spots. Common Trouble Spot. See all Potential
Trouble Spots. View Recalls. Worse Better. Overall Reliability Verdict. Engine Major. Engine
Minor. Engine Cooling. Transmission Major. Transmission Minor. Drive System. Fuel System.
Electric System. Climate System. Body Integrity. Body Hardware. Power Equipment. In-car
Electronics. Show More Trouble Spots. Show Fewer Trouble Spots. Based on information
received from our latest subscriber survey for about , vehicles, our reliability history charts give
you a rundown on how through vehicles are holding up in 17 potential trouble spots, ranging
from the engine, transmission, and brakes to power equipment and the electrical system. NA
indicates that we did not receive a large enough sample size to provide data for a specific year.
An X indicates that the vehicle was not manufactured for a specific year. What Owners Say. Fuel
gauge was not functioning which turned off the air conditioner" Allen N. Also the ire harness to
the running lights mdlted and had to be replaced" Chris H. Replaced switch in steering column
from YouTube video" Christine B. Replaced with after market wiper motor and has been good
for miles" Christine B. Mixing valve control went bad" Leonard D. GM knew of the problem for
several years but did not issue a recall to replace" Robert G. Ball joints "had to replace entire
steering" Richard R. I don't think the pumps are quality parts" Rodney S. The wheel bearings
were replaced on both front wheels" Michael S. Emission control devices includes EGR
"Constant check engine light. Took it in several times and finally had to have both the receiving
unit and the sending unit replaced" Thomas S. Vehicle would not pass safety inspection"
Charles H. Has have both the sending unit in the fuel tank and the gauge itself in the dash
replaced" Thomas S. On having it opened the bearings were becoming worn so were replaced
along with seals and gaskets" Wayne T. I replaced it myself without too much trouble" James B.
Loose interior trim or moldings "water leak in door recalled" Kay S. Air or water leaks "We had a
leak from the sun roof for a while. One local Chevrolet dealer inspected the problem and said
the speakers were dead and would have to be replaced" Francis D. Seat controls - movement
"The switch for the power lumbar quit working" Wayne F. Had to have the entire module
replaced" Thomas S. Cooling fan "Fan won't disengage and had to change Fan twice as well as
relays and computer to cure problem" Tom Y. Coolers and lines "Transmission cooler lines
rusted out due to chemical CT puts on roads in winter. Transmission overheated" Thomas B.
Transmission rebuild or replacement "This is the 4th transmission in the vehicle" Joseph D.
Exhaust manifold "Exhaust manifold had a leak, it had to be welded to seal the leak. Had to have
engine torn down to replace lifter" Matt S. Antilock system ABS "The system pulses the brakes
on every stop. See All Trouble Spots. Compare Models. Similar Cars. Chevrolet TrailBlazer. Ford
Explorer. Honda Pilot. Toyota 4Runner. This score shows whether the model had more or fewer
problems overall than the average model of that year, calculated from the total number of
problems reported by subscribers in all 17 trouble spots. The protective coating may not
eliminate the risk that the circuit board could short and result in a fire, even while the vehicle is
unattended. Read Recall Details. Fluid may enter into the driver's door master power window
switch module, causing corrosion that could result in a short in the circuit board, causing
window switches to become inoperative. Previously, the affected vehicles may have had their
master power window switch module treated with a protective coating, instead of having it
replaced. What should you do:. GM will notify owners, and dealers will install a new driver's
door switch module, free of charge. The recall began on November 2, Owners may contact
Buick customer service at , Chevrolet customer service at , and GMC customer service at GM's
number for this recall is Potential Number of Units Affected: Hide Recall Details. Headlamps that
do not illuminate reduce the driver's ability to see the roadway and reduce the vehicle's visibility
to oncoming vehicles, both of which increase the risk of a vehicle crash. In the affected
vehicles, the headlamp driver module HDM may overheat and fail, causing the headlamps and
daytime running lights to not illuminate. GM will notify owners, and dealers will replace the
HDM, free of charge. The recall began on May 17, Owners may contact Buick customer service
at or Pontiac customer service at A short in the circuit board could lead to a fire, increasing the
risk of personal injury. A fire could occur even while the vehicle is not in use. As a precaution,
owners are advised to park outside until the remedy has been made. Fluid may enter the
driver's door master power window switch module, causing corrosion that could result in a

short in the circuit board. A short may cause the power door lock and power window switches
to function intermittently or become inoperative. The short may also cause overheating, which
could melt components of the door module, producing odor, smoke, or a fire. GM will notify
owners, and dealers will inspect the part number on the door module, and install a new door
module if necessary, free of charge. Parts for the remedy are not currently available. An interim
letter was mailed to owners in August A second owner letter will be mailed when parts are
available. Vehicles whose modules were modified but not replaced as part of the previous recall
remedy must have their vehicles remedied again under this campaign. Fluid may enter the
driver's door module, causing corrosion that could result in a short in the circuit board. Owners
will be contacted and dealers will test the driver's door module. If the module is functioning
properly, a protective coating will be applied. If the module is not functioning properly, it will be
replaced. These repairs will be done free of charge. The recall began on August 2, Buick owners
may contact the owner center at , Chevrolet owners at , GMC owners at , Isuzu owners at , and
Saab owners at GM's campaign number is This recall is an expansion of recall 12V Parts for this
recall are expected to available in March Buick owners may contact the owner center at ,
Chevrolet owners at , and GMC owners at Isuzu owners will be notified by Isuzu Motors when
parts are available. Owners may contact Isuzu customer service at Show More. Check Vehicle
for Unrepaired Recalls. Recall Look-up. Change Vehicle. Ready to Shop Local Inventory? Select
Another Vehicle. More From Consumer Reports. Make a Donation Newsletters Give a Gift. You
no longer have digital access to ratings and reviews. This gauge flip-flops more than a politician
during election season. Some report that the gauge says "empty" after a fill-up, while others
report the gauge says "full" when they're running on fumes. Either way, there's one thing
everyone seems to agree on: the darn thing is just wrong. Unfortunately for frustrated owners,
no recall has been announced. About times per week I can hear my engine through the front
speakers, there will also be a crackling noise. After leaving the radio off for about 15 minutes, I
can turn it back on and the noise is gone. Recently, I can hear my engine through the speakers
even when the radio is off. If I accelerated, I would hear it in the speakers They replaced one
more speaker. A continuation of the problem of engine noise in the speakers. If I would
accelerate, I would hear it in the speakers, along with a continual whine. They kept replacing
speaker
vw auxiliary heater
chevy s10 wiring diagrams
automotive ac repair manuals
s while it was under warranty, but that didn't take care of the problem. Now that it is not under
warranty, I get to live with the problem. I would think it would be a short or something of that
nature, but they never did get the problem taken care of. To make matters worse, the problem
was intermittent The speakers had engine noise in them. If I would accelerate, I would hear it in
the speakers. They replaced two of the speakers, but the problem continued. If you have a
for-profit service, contact us. Ask your Chevrolet dealer. Most Common Solutions: not sure 4
reports. Find something helpful? Spread the word. Share on Facebook Retweet this page Email
this page. Helpful websites No one has added a helpful site for this Trailblazer problem yet. Be
the first! Find a good Chevrolet mechanic Read reviews of repair shops in your area. Enter your
zip code: A free service from CarTalk. Send Comment Add Complaint. Search CarComplaints.
Not what you are looking for? Search for something else:.

